“Whether it’s a slice of pizza, slice of cake, slice of
charcuterie, I’m going to take you on a journey in
dazzling 4K all over this amazing world, and we are
going to have an incredibly nice slice of life.”
- ADAM RICHMAN
Adam Richman is one of the most recognized food personalities and television hosts on
the planet: Man vs Food, Travel Channel; Secret Eats, Cooking Channel, Food Fighters,
NBC TV, BBQ Champ, ITV to name a few.
Adam Richman is teaming up with executive producer Andrew Zimmern, Award-winning
TV personality, chef, writer and teacher, is regarded as one of the most knowledgeable
personalities in the food world. As the creator, executive producer and host of the Bizarre
Foods franchise on Travel Channel, The Zimmern List and Andrew Zimmern’s Driven by
Food, he has explored cultures in more than 170 countries, promoting impactful ways to
think about, create and live with food.

In SLICE, Adam Richman takes viewers on an around the world eating adventure seeking
out the greatest slices of local food and culture.

If it’s flat & cooked (...you know you crave it) get ready to take a bite of SLICE, the half hour
series that travels the world in search of our favorite comfort food.
Pizza is the launching point - just one category of more than 160 styles of global flat breads
topped with everything from the the rock star favorite Italian sauce & sausage to Armenian
lamb & goat cheese, even Indian potato naan.
Each episode’s opening segment sets up a city’s ‘pizza or flatbread profile’ - with a quick
tour of the classic pizza parlors that have been catering to loyal customers for years. These
are the pizza’s of our youth; the old standards. Each of the next three acts profile a devout
pizza maker & the story behind what makes their slice unique. SLICE is everything flat &
everything delicious - by far the most consumed category of food on planet earth.
Pizza has an entire taxonomy of styles & types that go far beyond the Chicago Deep Dish
or NY Style slices.
Ever heard of New Haven style ‘apizza’ (pronounced ‘ah-beets’ by locals), St. Louis style
(it’s cracker thin!) or vesuvio (the Neapolitan version of the stuffed pizza)?
In Nashville, it’s lahmacun - a Kurdish flatbread topped with lamb & served warm from the
bakery ovens at Azadi International Bakery.
Truth is, every city has adopted its own unique style & flavors (yes, there are crawfish toppings
in New Orleans) & pizza lovers rival Football fans for loyalty & devotion to their favorites.
SLICE moves the conversation forward to explore why this beloved food is so globally
adaptable (from the French Tart Flambe to the burekas of the Levant).

AMERICAN PIZZAS
· New York
· Neapolitan
· Pizza Strips
· Sicilian
· Tomato Pie
· New Haven
· Grema
· Vesuvio
· Montanara
· Stuffed
· Deep Dish
· Colorado Mtn. Pie
· Stuffed Crust

· Detroit
· Grilled
· Quad Cities
· Neo-Neapolitan
· Ohio Valley
· St. Louis
· Tavern
· DC Jumbo
· Brier Hill
· Greek
· California
· Pan
· Old Forge

GLOBAL FLATBREADS
· Armenian Lavash
· Polish Oplatek
· Persian Taftoon Bread
· Chinese Sanchuisa
· Pakastani Chapati
· Mexican Tortilla
· Jamaican Bammy
· Moroccan Harsha

· Israeli Matzo
· Mediterranean Pita
· Caribbean Johnnycake
· Finnish Reiska
· Colombian Arepas
· Indian Naan
· Norwegian Flatbrod

JUST HOW MUCH DO WE LOVE PIZZA?
· Americans eat approximately 100 acres of pizza each day, or 350 slices per second.
· US Pizza sales reached $38,504,164,116 in 2016.
· 54% of millennials have taken a photo of their pizza & posted it online.
· Approximately 6 billion pizzas are sold every year worldwide.
· Flatbread is first recorded in Ancient Babylon in 4,000 BCE!
· Pizza & flatbreads are found in 27% of restaurants in the WORLD!
· There are over 9,000 pizzerias in the state of New York alone.

EPISODES
EPISODE 1: LONDON
Residents of the UK love pizza. While
Oxford and Glasgow are considered the
pizza eating capitals of the country, you’ll
find the most astounding options in the
global melting pot that is London.
Black Axe Mangal in Canonbury serves
up charred Turkish-inspired creations.
There’s a rotating cast of both
vegetarian and meat options, including
the popular lamb offal. The flatbreads
rock: softly dimpled in the middle and
crispy at the edges.
Nearby at La Bab, everything from the bread
to the tang-tastic pickles is made in-house at the
self-described “kebab renaissance project.”
The 15-hour pork shawarma flatbread is a thing of wonder.
For a classic southern Italian slice, head over to Mimmo La Bufala in Hampstead where
wood-fired pizzas are topped with juicy tomatoes, smoky provolone and buffalo mozzarella.
EPISODE 2: BOSTON
If you’re looking for a SLICE in Boston, you’ve got options. From pizza to charcuterie to
sliced fish done up Szechuan style, Boston’s got a SLICE to suit most any taste.
Want to sample some supreme charcuterie? Then Coppa in Boston’s South End is a nobrainer. Known for their Italian small plates and helmed by James Beard Award-winning Chefs
Jamie Bissonnette and Ken Oringer, Coppa is sure to please the most discerning of pallettes.
Afterwards, head over to Gourmet Dumpling House for their famed Szechuan style sliced
fish. It’s the talk of the town - and for good reason!
EPISODE 3: TOKYO
Foreign pizza chains arrived in Tokyo in the 1980s. They had to adapt to please the
Japanese palate with varieties like Miso, seaweed, and fish fillet pizzas. Odd toppings,
such as corn, fish flakes and mayo, are still popular in Tokyo.
Pizza la in Shibuya is serving up a seafood pizza topped with soy sauce-marinated
scallops, clams, and shrimp in a deluxe butter sauce, with cheese and mayonnaise.
In Setagaya, at Pizza Studio, you’ll find pies with squid and octopus. If seafood pizza isn’t
adventurous enough, try Okonomiyaki: a classic Japanese comfort food and the closest
thing to a flatbread - made with cabbage and egg.
EPISODE 4: NEW YORK
New York: It’d be criminal to go to NYC without getting a slice of pizza. Everyone in New
York agrees that NY style pizza is an art form, a religion, a way of life, but ask the same
people who has the best slice and that’s where major arguments ensue.
No stop in NYC is complete without a trip to Katz’s deli. Since 1888, Katz’s has been
slicing up meats and making sandwiches that have been famous for a very very long
time. Pastrami, brisket, roast beef, you name it they’ve got it.

Located in hilly Kingsbridge in the Bronx and boasting a big and comfortable dining
room, BPP (Broadway Pizza & Pasta) is deluxe for a neighborhood joint. The best slice
wasn’t the Neapolitan pepperoni or the Sicilian cheese, but the lasagna slice, with gobs
of mellow ricotta, splotches of sweet sauce, and herb-scented ground beef. The slogan of
this delightful spot is, “The taste you always come back to,” and we will!
EPISODE 5: MUMBAI
India has a rich history with some of the most beloved flatbreads on the planet: parathas,
naan and roti. Parathas are layered whole wheat dough, served plain and used as
a utensil for scooping up Indian dal or other fare. They’re also served stuffed with
everything from vegetables to lamb. Naan is a flatbread staple found throughout India,
made with white flour and baked in a stone oven. Its cousin, Roti, is a larger, unleavened
flatbread used as a wrap for every dish.
In Mumbai, Lassi Te Parrontthe serves Punjabi-style parathas with spicy chickpea and
dal. Amritsari Kulcha in Cuffe Parade is famous for its cheese and green chili-stuffed
flatbread, served with chutney and yogurt rait.
EPISODE 6: CHENGDU
The capital of Sichuan province, Chengdu, is a modern city rooted in ancient foodways.
Chengdu has its own flatbread traditions dating back thousands of years. The most
popular street snack is guo kui, a thin meat-stuffed flatbread cooked in oil and seasoned
with chilies, salt, and mouth-numbing ground Sichuan peppercorn.
Pizza is a foreign import, overrun with western style chains that are wildly popular with
locals. The Shamrock Bar caters to Australian tastes and features meat pies. Mike’s Pizza
is the classic Italian American-style stuffed pizza.
EPISODE 7: HOUSTON
If sliced meat is what you crave, then Houston ,TX has got you covered. Of course Texas
is famous for its BBQ - but with so many ethnicities coming together in this diverse city
we also get to enjoy Korean BBQ & Turkish Doner Kebab.
Jin Korean BBQ is a destination all its own. Each table has its own infrared grill to
minimize smoke and a light so that you can signal when you want them to keep on
bringin’ the meat. Truly a slice of heaven. More delicacies await at Kabob Korner where they
serve the juiciest most flavorful Gyro platters.

EPISODE 8: BANGKOK
Thailand now boasts a vibrant pizza scene. From food trucks to a Bangkok-based international
chain, pizza purveyors are dishing out thin and deep dish pies with quality topping.
The Pizza Company started in Bangkok in 1980, focusing on American-style ingredients.
Pizza varieties include tom yam gung, a riff on traditional Thai hot and sour soup.
The hottest new pop-up in Bangkok is a pizza truck called Pizza Massilia, manned by
an Italian chef. Nestled under a grove of 100-year- old trees glittering with tiny lights,
customers enjoy pizza made with fresh tomatoes and imported buffalo mozzarella. Even
the flour for the thin, crisp crust is imported from Italy.
Roti is not traditionally Thai but has made its way from India. It’s sometimes served as a
street food topped with curries, lemon chicken, pork belly or sweets.
EPISODE 9: ROME
What is the true Italian pizza? It’s an argument that may never be settled. Roman style? It’s
thin and crispy. Neapolitan? Doughy and soft. Fortunately, for those who are loyal to one or the
other, there is plenty of both in Roma.
When in Rome, try the Roman variety at Pizzeria da Remo but get there early because the
lines get long. This pizzeria is super popular for its ultra thin and crispy crust. The margherita
is their best seller and your best best.
Sforno is one of Roma’s favorite pizzerias for people devoted to Neapolitan style. They’ve
punched up the toppings with combos like blue stilton cheese with a port reduction sauce.
Pizza bianca by-the-slice draws locals and tourists in droves to Roscioli, a historic bakery. It’s
the perfect street food. Grab a fresh, hot slice and stroll cobbled lanes of Roma.
EPISODE 10: CHICAGO
Chicago - The home of the deep dish pizza. But that’s not the only slice they excel at.
From a serious slice of pie to the tastiest cuts of fish, Chicago slices may surprise you!
Next time you’re in Chicago be sure to visit Bang Bang Pie & Biscuits. This quirky breakfast
joint serves up arguably the best treats in town. These slices are so sought after that lines
often snake around the block, so get there early!
If dessert isn’t for you then try some sliced fish instead. Chicago has some of the best
sushi and sashimi around. Yuzu Sushi & Robata Grill not only serves up delicious sliced
fish - but they do it with pizzaz!

EPISODE 11: BERLIN
Germany has long produced its own pizzalike flatbread called Flammkuchen which
means flame cake in English. It’s a bit
of dough, rolled flat, topped with creme
fraiche and baked for just a few minutes in a
wood-fired oven. The crust becomes almost
cracker-like and often is topped with bacon
and caramelized onion
You’d be hard pressed to wander any of Berlin’s
evolving strassa without passing a Pizzeria. The
trick is knowing which to pass by and which to stop in.
Monello makes a great Neapolitan crust with San Marzano
tomatoes and Fior di Latte cheese. It doesn’t hurt that the pizza
oven looks a bit like a disco ball.
Zola began as a backyard operation in 2015 and is now one of the best in Berlin. Its pies
boast a special smokiness. The crust may be the best in town, achieving the perfect
combination of softness with a bit of crisp.
EPISODE 12: MINNEAPOLIS
If you’re seeking a seriously epic slice of pizza in Minneapolis, look no further than Young
Joni. Recently joined the growing population of Nordic transplants in the Twin Cities?
You’ll easily find cuisine reminiscent of home, too!
Young Joni is a stylish pizzeria featuring delicious wood-fired pies and global small
plates. Chef Ann Kim received her first James Beard Award semifinalist nomination in
2017 and was a 2018 finalist in the category of “Best Chef Midwest”.
Afterwards, head over to FIKA in the American Swedish Institute for their Gravlax. Similar
to Lox, this sliced, cured salmon dish is a true culinary delight.
EPISODE 13: LOS ANGELES
For the purists out there, nothing says slice like a crisp, fluffy slice of freshly baked artisan
bread. Craving something sweeter? How about some fantastic chocolate champagne cake?
Valerie Confections has made a name for itself re-creating the classic cakes of Los
Angeles. They also serve a decadent three- layer Champagne cake, where the tipple is
mixed into the milk chocolate ganache; then it’s all covered in bittersweet chocolate, with
gold flakes on top - what a beauty!
Some of the best bread in LA can be found at Clark Street Bread’s stand in Grand Central
Market. If you prefer to find it out, there are many wonderful restaurants using it in their
menu creations, too!

PRODUCTION COMPANY
Intuitive Content
It’s the difference between thinking something is great
and knowing it.
Andrew Zimmern’s Intuitive Content is developing
and producing original television series, broadcast
specials and is also partnering with some of the
biggest companies in the world, creating brand
driven series and web content. A four-time James
Beard award-winner, a chef, a writer, and teacher
who has traveled to more than 150 countries Andrew is best known for his Travel Channel series,
but he will tell you his life is about demonstrating
and promoting cultural acceptance, tolerance and
understanding. He has written three books, appears
monthly in Delta Sky magazine, is a Chef-in-Residence
at Food & Wine magazine, and an entrepreneur in residence
emeritus at Babson College’s prestigious Lewis Institute.
Zimmern has brought together a great combination of fresh dreamers and
experienced do-ers, all dedicated to creative ideas that will re-boot any medium
they’re playing in.
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Driven By Food - Travel Channel
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